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ABSTRACT: A systematic theoretical and computational
investigation is performed to determine the keys governing
the existence, in acetonitrile solutions, of dimers of bis-
tetrathiafulvalene (bis-TTF)-functionalized diphenylglycoluril
molecular clips (clip2

n+) that are stable at room temperature
for n ≤ 4. Although the experimental structure of these dimers
in solution is unknown, electronic absorption studies suggest
that they have [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions that are
preserved at room temperature (note that when l = m = 1 these interactions become long, multicenter bonds). In good
agreement with the interpretation of the experimental spectroscopic data, all clip2

n+ dimers whose charge is ≤4 present an
optimum geometry that, in all cases, has three short interfragment [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions. The computed ΔG(298 K)
for these optimum structures matches the available experimental data on the stability of these dimers. Such optimum geometry,
combined with the zwitterionic character of the electron distribution in monomers and dimers (most of the net positive charge is
equally distributed among the TTF groups, while a 1− au charge is located in the central fused five-membered rings) allows the
formation of a maximum of two long, multicenter [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ bonds when all TTF groups host a 1+ au of charge, as in
clip2

4+. However, these long, multicenter bonds alone do not account for the stability of clip2
n+ dimers at room temperature.

Instead, the studies carried out here trace the origin of their stability to (1) the zwitterionic character of their charge distribution,
(2) the proper geometrical shape of the interacting monomers, which allows the intercalation of their arms, thus making possible
the simultaneous formation of two short contacts, both involving the positively charged TTF group of one monomer and the
negatively charged central ring of the other, (3) the simultaneous presence of three short contacts among the TTF groups in the
optimum geometry of the clip2

n+ dimers, which become two long, multicenter bonds and one van der Waals interaction when the
four TTF groups host a 1+ charge, and (4) the net stabilizing effect of the solvent.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electron donating capabilities of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
make its mono- and dioxidized forms (i.e., [TTF]•+ and
[TTF]2+) useful building blocks in solids having conducting,1

superconducting,2 magnetic,3 or other physical properties.4

These oxidized forms are also found in supramolecular host−
guest systems that act as sensors5 or in organic electronics
devices, such as organic field-effect transistors (OFETs).6

However, in some cases the oxidized [TTF]•+ can form
diamagnetic dimers that are unusable for the aforementioned
physical properties. Consequently, a proper understanding of
the dimerization processes is desirable in order to control the
final physical properties of TTF-based materials.
The nature of the intermolecular interactions between radical

ions has been a subject of great interest particularly since the
discovery of multicenter, long bonds in their crystals7,8 and
solutions.7b,9,10 In the solid state, this type of bond was first
reported and characterized in salts of reduced tetracyano-
ethylene (TCNE),7 where π-[TCNE]2

2− diamagnetic dimers

showing interfragment distances substantially shorter than the
sum of the van der Waals radii but larger than conventional
covalent C−C bonds have been detected (the shortest
interfragment distance in π-[TCNE]2

2− dimers is ∼2.9 Å).7

Subsequently, an increasing number of organic radicals have
been reported to have similar dimers with sub-van der Waals
intradimer separations. These include, for instance, cyanil11 and
7,7,8,8-tetracyano-p-quinodimethane (TCNQ),12 neutral radi-
cals, such as phenalenyl and its derivatives,13 and radical
cations, such as tetrathiafulvalene (TTF).14,15 Additionally,
long, multicenter bonding has been reported in zwitterionic π-
[TTFδ+···TCNEδ−].16 Kochi and co-workers performed an
exhaustive study of the stability of various long bonded dimers
in several solvents, among them the π-[TTF]2

2+ dimer.17 The
enthalpy and entropy of dimerization of π-[TTF]2

2+ in several
solvents was estimated: in dichloromethane, these two
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properties become −3.8 kcal mol−1 and −18 eu, respectively,
while in acetonitrile, their corresponding values are −9.1 kcal
mol−1 and −31 eu, respectively. The formation of π-[TTF]2

2+

dimers in dichloromethane was not observed above −80 °C,
while the higher polarity of acetonitrile increased this
temperature up to −40 °C.17

Previous studies concluded that long, multicenter bonds
share all the properties of conventional covalent bonds except
their nature, range of stability, and range of equilibrium
distance.7,8,18 Thus, long, multicenter bonded dimers of
charged radicals (such as π-[TCNE]2

2− or π-[TTF]2
2+) are

metastable. From a theoretical perspective, such metastable
character arises from the repulsive Coulombic term (Eel, caused
by their ionic character), which exceeds the sum of the
attractive bonding (Ebond, due to their radical character) and
dispersion energetic terms (Edisp), a nonclassical component
resulting from the interactions of the instantaneous multipoles
produced in both fragments by the motion of the other
fragment electrons.10,19 However, as can already be demon-
strated in small (radical ion)2counterion2, aggregates, long,
multicenter bonds between charged radicals are formed in the
solid state whenever the sum of the attractive (radical ion)···
counterion interactions overcomes the repulsion between the
radical ions participating in the long bond, plus the repulsion
between the two counterions.10,14,19 Likewise, in solution, long
bonds are stabilized because the sum of the (radical ion)···
solvent interactions and solvent···solvent interactions exceeds
the repulsion between the radical ions involved in the long
bond.
Some oxidized [TTF-functionalized] species form stable

[TTF-functionalized]2
2+ dimers at room temperature. This

behavior has been reported for four families of compounds: (a)
[TTF-functionalized]2

2+ dimers included in charged [3]-
catenane interlocked rings,20 whose special experimental
properties have been explained on the basis of long bonds
after doing an exhaustive theoretical study;20,21 (b) π-[TTF]2

2+

included within the cavity of a cucurbit[8]uril, CB[8]22 (note,
in passing, that dimers of methylviologen included in CB[8] are
also stable at room temperature);23 (c) doubly substituted
calixarenes;24 (d) acetonitrile solutions of bis-TTF-function-
alized diphenylglycoluril molecular clips25 whose dimers in
solution are presumed to have sub-van deer Waals [TTF]•+···

[TTF]•+ interactions at room temperature, for reasons not yet
fully understood.
Here, we focus our attention on the last type of case, trying

to rationalize its experimental behavior. Bis-TTF-functionalized
diphenylglycoluril molecular clips (clip1

n+) are rigid structures
that can be viewed as a central rigid core (the fused five-
membered rings) to which two adjacent long arms and two
adjacent short arms are attached, the two long arms pointing in
opposite direction relative to the short arms (Figure 1). Each
long arm has one TTF group attached at its end, which does
not interact with the TTF group of the other arm, and a lateral
-OR group (R = CH2CH2(OCH2CH2)2OCH3) that increases
the solubility of the molecular clip. Initially, bis-TTF-function-
alized clips are obtained as neutral monomers, clip1

0. However,
as in isolated TTF molecules, each TTF group clip1

0 can be
oxidized up to a maximum of 4+ per molecular clip (a
maximum value of 2+ per group, that is, up to clip1

4+).
Voltammetric techniques allow the controlled formation of all
oxidized monomers, whose positive charge is presumably
delocalized over the noninteracting TTF groups. Mass
spectroscopy studies25 indicated the presence of clip2

n+ dimers
stable at room temperature for 0 < n ≤ 4. Since the UV
spectrum of these stable clip2

n+ dimers finds the characteristic
features of short [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ long, multicenter bonds,
even at room temperature, the structure in Figure 1c25 was
proposed. However, a full rationalization of their structure and
all the other experimental results, based on sounding theoretical
studies, has never been done.
The present work provides a rationalization of the

experimental properties of bis-TTF-functionalized diphenylgly-
coluril molecular clips, based on exhaustive M06L computa-
tions on all clip1

m+ (m = 0−4) monomers and clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1,

2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) dimers. The n = 6 and n = 8 dimers were taken
as representative of the behavior of n > 4 dimers. For each
clip2

n+ dimer, its optimum geometry was computed and the
resulting structure was analyzed focusing on the existence of
short [TTF]···[TTF] contacts between its two monomeric
fragments. Additionally, the stability of clip2

n+ with respect to
dissociation into clip1

l+ and clip1
m+ (the sum of the monomer

charge is equal to that for the dimer, that is, n = l + m) was also
evaluated. The electronic structure and charge distribution of
clip1

m+ and clip2
n+ was also computed. These studies were first

performed on isolated dimers and then on dimers dissolved in

Figure 1. (a) Structure of a bis-TTF-functionalized diphenylglycoluril molecular clip, clip1
n+;25 (b) schematic representation of its structure, where

one can observe five constituent groups, (1) central ring (CR) made out of the central fused five-membered rings, (2, 3) the two long arms, pointing
upward from the central ring (L1 and L2, each having one TTF group at their end, TTFi, and a six-membered ring, Li-TTFi), and (4, 5) the two
short arms, pointing down (L3 and L4); (c) schematic representation of the proposed structure of clip2

n+ dimers.25
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acetonitrile. Finally, the nature of the interaction energy was
analyzed in order to determine the origin of the room
temperature stability of the clip2

n+ (n = 0−4) dimers in
acetonitrile solutions. These studies had three final aims: (a)
determining the key features that govern the self-association of
clip2

n+ dimers and how they vary with the dimer net charge; (b)
finding how many, if any, sub-van der Waals [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+

contacts are long, multicenter bonds; (c) comparing the bond
energy of the long, multicenter [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ bond
formed in clip2

4+ with that found in the π-[TTF]2
2+ dimer

and finding the reasons for the room temperature stability of
clip2

n+, n ≤ 4. These findings are needed for a better
understanding of the [TTF]•+ dimerization, as well as to
improve the current understanding of the properties of long,
multicenter [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ bonds. They also provide an in
depth quantitative knowledge of the self-association of
diphenylglycoluril molecular clips, here systematically studied
as a function of the monomer oxidation state. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that an exhaustive study of
this kind is reported.

2. METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS
Previous studies on π-[TTF]2

2+ dimers in solution15 concluded that
the presence of [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ long, multicenter bonds in
solution and all their known physical properties can be properly
described by π-[TTF]2

2+(solvent)m aggregates, m being a reasonably
small value that allows the inclusion of the dominant energetic
components of the π-[TTF]2

2+ dimer first solvation shell. Recent work
on functionalized π-[TTF]2

2+ dimers21 demonstrated that the PCM
continuous solvent model26 completely reproduces the stability in
solution of these dimers, their optimum geometry, and the presence of
long, multicenter bonds. Therefore, the PCM method was chosen in
this work for the studies in solution. In none of the previous studies
were counterions included in the model aggregates. Furthermore,
experimental evidence27 indicates that counterion-containing aggre-
gates are not usually formed in solution at the concentration range
employed in the π-[TTF]2

2+ and clip2
n+ experimental studies.17,25

The computational study of the properties of the dimers of bis-
TTF-functionalized diphenylglycoluril molecular clips is carried out
hereafter in four consecutive steps. First of all, the optimum geometry
and the ground state electronic structure of isolated clip1

m+ (m = 0−4)
monomers are computed and analyzed, in order to gain insight into
the nature of the clip1

l+···clip1
m+ interaction. Such information is used

to guide the search for the optimum geometry of the isolated clip2
n+ (n

= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) dimers, at their electronic ground state, carried
out in the second step. In the third step, the optimum structure of
isolated clip1

m+ and clip2
n+ computed before is reoptimized using the

PCM continuous model,26 thus accounting for the solvent effects.
Finally, in the fourth and last step, in order to determine the origin of
the room temperature stability of the clip2

n+ (n = 0−4) dimers in
acetonitrile solutions, an energy partition analysis of the interaction
energy of these dimers is carried out.
All energy computations were performed (on their electronic

ground state) using the M06L density functional28 and the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set.29 The use of a pure meta-GGA functional reduces
significantly the computational cost compared with a hybrid functional
(such as M06-2X), with only a tiny loss of accuracy in geometries and
energies.30 The M06L functional was chosen because (a) recent work
has demonstrated its reliability on large nonbonded molecular
complexes,30 (b) its ability to reproduce the experimental results on
supramolecular functionalized-TTF systems has been proven,20a,21 and
(c) tests carried out in this work (see below) show that it reproduces
the interaction energy of isolated π-[TTF]2

n+ (n = 0−4) dimers
obtained in extensive high-level RASPT231,32 computations. These
RASPT2 calculations were done using a (28 − n, 2, 2; 11, 4, 5)33

restricted active space, n being the charge on the dimer. Such space is
based on a (28 − n, 20) complete active space that results from

extrapolating those employed in previous [TTF]0 and [TTF]•+

calculations.34

Interaction energies have their basis set superposition error (BSSE)
corrected according to the counterpoise method.35,36 In order to
facilitate these computations, in all monomers and dimers, the two
lateral OR groups (R = CH2CH2(OCH2CH2)2OCH3, see Figure 1),
experimentally used only to improve solubility, were substituted by
methoxy groups.

The reliability of the 6-31G(d,p) basis set results against the
addition of diffuse functions was tested by comparing the optimum
geometry and electronic structure obtained using the 6-31G(d,p), 6-
31+G(d,p), and 6-31++G(d,p) basis sets for two representative
systems, clip1

2+ and clip2
4+. The results for the basis with and without

diffuse functions are almost identical (see Figure S1 and Tables S1−
S3, Supporting Information), thus validating the general use of the 6-
31G(d,p) basis set.

All energetic calculations were done using the appropriate options
in the Gaussian09 suite of programs,37 except the RASPT2
calculations, for which Molcas7.6 was used.38

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Electronic Structure and Optimum Geometry of

Isolated clip1
n+ (n = 0−4) Monomers. 3.1.1. The Electronic

Structure and Geometry of the Neutral clip1
0 Monomer. At

the M06L/6-31G(d,p) level, the electronic ground state of the
clip1

0 monomer is a closed-shell singlet well below the energy
of the lowest energy open-shell singlet and triplet states.
Geometry optimization of the isolated clip1

0 monomer in its
singlet ground state leads to the V-shaped structure shown in
Figure 2. In this optimum geometry each TTF has a boat-like

conformation, similar to that found at the optimum structure of
an isolated TTF molecule (Figure 2). The shortest distance
between the two TTF groups in clip1

0 is 7.7 Å, while the angle
between the two long arms is 68.4° (Table 1; see Figure S2,
Supporting Information, for the geometrical parameters
definition).
A first hint about the main features of the electronic structure

of clip1
0 in its singlet ground state is obtained from examining

Figure 2. Optimum geometries of the neutral TTF molecule and the
clip1

n+ (n = 0−4) monomers computed at the M06L/6-31G(d,p) level.
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the net charge on the five parts in which one can naturally
divide the monomer: the central ring (CR), its two long arms,
L1 and L2 (each hosting a TTF group at their end), and its two
short arms, L3 and L4 (Figure 1b). The net charge on each part
was computed by adding the atomic charge of each of their
atoms, obtained from a Mulliken population analysis of the
ground state wave function (as shown in Figure S3, Supporting
Information; other population analyses provide a nearly
identical charge distribution). The most remarkable feature of
the ground state electronic distribution is its zwitterionic
character:39 the CR hosts a 1− atomic unit (au) net charge,
each L1 and L2 long arms has a net 0.4+ au charge, and each
short arm has 0.1+ au charge (Figure 3). Such zwitterionic

nature of the isolated clip1
0 is consistent with the computed

dipole moment (1.5 D), similar to that for an isolated water
molecule.40 The presence of such large charge shift from L1
and L2 to CR is only possible if the orbitals in CR are much
more stable than those in L1 and L2. This results in a CR−Li
bonding orbital dominated by the CR orbitals, for both L1 and
L2. Such energy mismatch also makes the through-bond L1−
CR−L2 interaction very small. Since the two TTF groups are
also too far away to allow any non-negligible overlap of their
orbitals (and therefore any through-space interaction), the two
TTF groups behave as nearly independent.

The MO structure of clip1
0 is consistent with the

aforementioned zwitterionic electronic distribution and the
near independence of the two TTF groups of an isolated clip1

0

monomer. At the M06L level, clip1
0 has two nearly degenerate

HOMOs (labeled as MO1 and MO2 in Figure 4), each one
almost entirely localized on one terminal TTF group. Both
orbitals have the same shape as the HOMO of an isolated
[TTF] neutral molecule (Figure 4).

3.1.2. The Electronic Structure and Geometry of the clip1
+

to clip1
4+ Charged Monomers. Cationic clip1

+ to clip1
4+

monomers are obtained by successive oxidations of clip1
0.

Therefore, in a first approach, one can expect that the four
electrons removed in these processes are those placed in the
two nearly doubly degenerate HOMO orbitals of clip1

0, because
they are the highest ones in energy. The validity of this
statement along each oxidation step is checked by doing
M06L/6-3G(d,p) calculations.
The ground electronic state of clip1

+, according to M06L/6-
31G(d,p) calculations, is the doublet that results from
extracting one electron from one nearly doubly degenerate
HOMO orbital in clip1

0 (Figure S4, Supporting Information).
The optimum geometry optimization of clip1

+ in its ground
state also has a V-shaped structure (Figure 2), the angle
between its two long arms being 7° larger than that in clip1

0. As
a result, the shortest distance between the TTF groups
increases up to 8.0 Å (Table 1). Its electronic structure has
its only unpaired electron equally delocalized over both TTF
units (rather than fully localized on only one of the TTF
groups), consistent with its symmetric optimum geometry and
charge distribution (Figure 3). Its charge distribution is also
zwitterionic, with 1− au located in the CR part, 0.1+ au in each
short arm, and 0.9+ au in each long arm. By comparing such
charge distribution with that for the neutral monomer, one
finds that the 1+ au net charge hosted by clip1

+ is mostly stored
in the long arms: each one increases their charge by 0.4+ au
(each TTF group with a 0.3+ au, while 0.1+ au goes to its
attached six-membered rings). Consequently, clip1

+ has a
stronger zwitterionic character than clip1

0, naturally reflected
in a larger dipole moment (10.4 D in clip1

+ compared with 1.5
D in clip1

0).
Formally, when two electrons are removed from clip1

0 to
produce clip1

2+, they could come from the same TTF group
(therefore, formally creating a (2+,0) charge distribution on the
two TTF groups) or from a different TTF group (thus ending
in a (1+,1+) distribution). One expects that a (2+,0)
distribution would result in a closed-shell singlet state while
the (1+,1+) distribution, with one unpaired electron on each

Table 1. Values of the Shortest TTF···TTF Distance (r),
Angle (α), and Dipole Moment (μ) of clip1

n+ (n = 0−4)
Monomers, Both Computed Isolated and in Acetonitrile
Solution, Using the PCM Modela

r (Å) α (deg) μ (D)

isolated solution isolated solution isolated solution

clip1
0 7.7 7.8 68.4 69.8 1.5 1.6

clip1
+ 8.0 7.8 75.4 72.0 10.4 14.3

clip1
2+ 8.6 7.9 85.3 74.4 20.5 29.3

clip1
3+ 9.1 8.3 93.1 80.6 24.4 42.5

clip1
4+ 9.5 8.3 99.6 81.0 26.2 55.1

aBoth distance and angle are defined in Figure S2, Supporting
Information. M06L/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

Figure 3. Representation of the net charge distribution on clip1
n+ (n =

0−4) monomers studied in this work. For each monomer, the net
atomic charge in the five groups defined in Figure 1 is given, indicating
in italics the charge in the TTFi and Li-TTFi parts of the Li arms. The
net charge in each group is computed by adding the Mulliken atomic
charges for all atoms of the group.

Figure 4. Shape of the highest two MOs of clip1
0. The orbitals have

been computed for the monomer ground state (M06L/6-31G(d,p)
calculations) at its optimum geometry. The HOMO of the neutral
[TTF] is also plotted, for comparison.
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nearly independent TTF group, would result in an open-shell
singlet or a triplet ground state (keep in mind that the two TTF
groups of the same monomer are too far away to allow the
formation of an intramolecular long, multicenter bond, which
would result in a closed-shell state). Between these two options,
M06L/6-31G(d,p) calculations indicate that the open-shell
singlet is the ground state, while the triplet state is just 0.1 kcal/
mol higher. Thus, clip1

2+ is a diradical with one electron located
in each TTF group (Figure S4, Supporting Information),
consistent with the computed spin distribution (Figure 5). At

room temperature, the singlet and triplet states will be equally
populated and paramagnetic behavior should be observed. The
clip1

2+ charge distribution, Figure 3, is also zwitterionic, with a
net 1− au charge in the CR group, 0.2+ au in each short arm,
and 1.3+ au in each long arm (0.6+ au in its TTF group and
0.7+ au in the attached six-membered ring). Therefore, the long
arms host the 2+ au formal charge from the oxidation, plus
some extra charge that results from the charge shift, due to the
higher stability of the CR orbitals with respect to the long arms
orbitals. This increase in the zwitterionic character is consistent
with the increase in the dipole moment to 20.5 D. It also
explains the increase in the separation between the two
[TTF]•+ groups observed for the open-shell singlet ground
state of clip1

2+ at its optimum geometry (Table 1, Figure 2).
The ground states of clip1

3+ and clip1
4+ are a doublet and a

closed-shell singlet, respectively, consistent with a further
decrease in the electron occupation of the nearly double-
degenerate HOMOs of clip1

0 (Figure S4, Supporting
Information). The electronic structure of the two fragments
are also zwitterionic, with a 1− au charge located on the central
CR group and 1.7+ and 2.1+ au located in the two long arms,
mostly over the TTF groups (Figure 3). As a consequence, the
dipole moment becomes even larger (24.4 D in clip1

3+ and 26.2
D in clip1

4+). The optimum geometry of isolated clip1
3+ and

clip1
4+ monomers at their ground state, Figure 2, is also V-

shaped, the shortest distance between the TTF groups also
being larger (9.1 and 9.5 Å, respectively). Note the correlation
between the increment of net charge on the TTF groups and
the increase in the angle between the two long arms (and, as a
result, the larger distance between the TTF groups).
3.2. Electronic Structure and Optimum Geometry of

Isolated clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) Dimers. An

identification of the most stable geometry of the clip2
n+ dimers

requires a preliminary analysis of the isolated clip1
l+···clip1

m+

interaction aimed at qualitatively predicting, among all likely
minimum energy structures, the most plausible orientation of
the absolute minimum. Such a task was achieved in three steps.
In the first one, the nature of the clip1

l+···clip1
m+ intermolecular

interactions was determined. Such information allowed the

identification, on qualitative grounds, of the most probable
orientation of the absolute minimum as a second step. Then, in
the third step, the most stable structure was optimized and
analyzed for each isolated clip2

n+ dimer.
3.2.1. The Nature of clip1

l+···clip1
m+ Intermolecular

Interactions. The nature of any intermolecular interaction
can be determined by finding the dominant energetic
component in an IMPT41 perturbative calculation of the
interaction energy. This method can also be used to obtain
qualitative information about the nature of the interaction
energy, by analyzing the properties of the dominant component
of the interaction energy via the IMPT scheme.42

Assuming, as is commonly found, that the polarization (Epol)
and charge-transfer (Ect) components of the IMPT interaction
energy are 1 order of magnitude smaller than the remaining
ones,42 the IMPT intermolecular interaction energy between
two open shell fragments, A and B, takes the following
expression:13c

≈ + + +E E E E Eint er el disp bond (1)

where each term has the following physical meaning: (1) Eer is
the exchange−repulsion energetic component that is always
energetically repulsive due to the repulsion that electrons feel
when they occupy the same point of the space, in accord with
the Pauli exclusion principle (this term is known to be
proportional to the exponential of the overlap integral between
the A and B wave functions); (2) Eel is the electrostatic
energetic component of the nonpolarized system, which can be
accurately approximated as a sum of classical multipoles (i.e.,
the sum of the charge−charge, charge−dipole, dipole−dipole,
etc. components; when the smaller polarization component,
Epol, is added, one obtains the true electrostatic energy); (3)
Edisp is the dispersion energetic component, a nonclassical term
that arises from the instantaneous dipole−dipole interactions
resulting from the correlated motions of the electrons in A and
B; (4) Ebond is the bonding energetic component, associated
with the pairing, produced in the dimer, of the unpaired
electrons of fragments A and B. Because Eer is always
energetically repulsive, the remaining three terms (Eel, Edisp,
and Ebond) are the only ones to be analyzed when one looks for
stable geometries of an AB complex.
One can now apply these ideas to the analysis of the clip1

l+···
clip1

m+ interactions. Previous evidence indicates that Eel
dominates whenever the interacting fragments are charged or
have a strong dipole moment, as is the case in all clip1

m+ (m =
0−4) monomers.43 The most stable orientation of two dipoles
is found when they are in an antiparallel disposition. The three
orientations shown in Figure 6 fulfill such a criterion and,
consequently, are good initial candidates to locate the most
stable orientation of clip2

n+ dimers. Among them, that in Figure
6c also maximizes Edisp, due to the presence of short-distance
interactions between the lone-pair electrons of the TTF groups,
whatever the dimer net charge. Finally, Ebond can only be
present whenever the two interacting monomers have unpaired
electrons and their SOMOs present non-negligible overlap. As
discussed above, clip1

+, clip1
2+, and clip1

3+ have unpaired
electrons, mostly located on the TTF groups (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5
electrons on each TTF, respectively). Furthermore, charged
clip2

n+ dimers oriented as in Figure 6c allow the formation of
three short-distance intermolecular TTF···TTF contacts that
interconnect the four TTF groups. When the two TTF groups
of these short-distance TTF···TTF contacts host one unpaired
electron, as in clip1

2+, these become long, multicenter bonds, a

Figure 5. Spin distribution of isolated [TTF]•+ cation (left) and clip1
2+

dication (right) at their ground state.
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fact that affects the value of Ebond. A maximum of two of long,
multicenter bonds can be formed in clip2

4+ dimers, by pairing
the unpaired electrons among the four [TTF]•+ groups. This
situation is experimentally detected in its UV−vis spectrum.25
Using the same reasoning, the clip2

6+ dimer can be described
as a clip1

3+···clip1
3+ interaction. If one accepts that clip1

3+

monomers distribute their 3+ charge following a (2+,1+)
distribution, while the other follows a (1+,2+) distribution, one
long, multicenter bond could be formed in the central short
TTF···TTF contact, where the two [TTF]•+ groups would be
located. However, the bonding in clip2

6+ is not so simple,
because there are other ways of arranging two (2+,1+)
distributions, besides the fact that (1.5+,1.5+) distributions
are also possible. A similar complex situation is faced in clip2

2+,
formally a clip1

+···clip1
+ interaction. Now both monomers could

present a (1+,0) or (0.5+,0.5+) charge distribution, although
the presence of long multicenter bonds has not been
experimentally detected in clip2

2+.44 The intermolecular
bonding in clip2

+, clip2
3+, clip2

5+, and clip2
7+ is also a complex

matter, while clip2
0 and clip2

8+ have no long, multicenter bonds
because they have no unpaired electrons. Given the complex
nature of the intermolecular bonding in all clips with net charge
different than 4, they will be subject of a further specific study.
3.2.2. Optimum Geometry and Relative Stability of the

clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) Dimers. The most stable

geometry of clip2
0 was computed at the M06L/6-31G(d,p)

level starting from a reasonable guess of Figure 6c
configuration. For all other dimers, the clip2

n+ M06L/6-
31G(d,p) geometry optimization started from the optimum
geometry of clip2

(n−1)+. The study also includes clip2
6+ and

clip2
8+, as representatives of the properties of clip2

n+ (n = 5−8)
dimers, aiming at determining why they are not experimentally
observed at room temperature.
The optimum geometry obtained for each isolated clip2

n+ (n
= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6) dimer in their electronic ground state, along
with its ground state spin multiplicity, is shown in Figure 7. The
geometry of clip2

8+ is not shown, since it dissociates into its two
clip1

4+ monomers. As shown in Figure 7, all minimum energy
structures, besides clip2

6+, preserve the starting Figure 6c
configuration (a more detailed analysis of their similarities can
be done by looking at Table S4, Supporting Information, where
the most relevant interfragment parameters, defined in Figure
S5, Supporting Information, have been collected).45 The BSSE-
uncorrected and corrected interaction energies, as well as their
formation energies, of all dimers at their optimum geometry
(for clip2

8+, at the optimum geometry of clip2
6+) are collected in

Table 2. According to these formation energies, clip2
0, clip2

+,
and clip2

2+ are bound minima stable against their dissociation

into two monomers, while clip2
3+, clip2

4+, and clip2
6+ are

metastable minima.46 A similar trend is observed when the free
energies of formation at 298 K are considered (Table 2). The
main difference with respect to formation energy values is that
clip2

2+ is unstable against dissociation. These results fail to
satisfy the available experimental information, thus suggesting
that solvent effects could be relevant (vide infra).
In all dimers, the charge distribution in both fragments is

similar to that found in their corresponding monomers. This is
graphically demonstrated in Figure 8, where the charge
localized in each of the five parts defined on the monomers
(Figure 1b) is analyzed for the two fragments of each dimer.
Therefore, each fragment of a dimer preserves its zwitterionic
electronic structure, which creates an important dipole
moment. Consistent with such electron distribution, the
shape of the highest four occupied orbitals of clip2

0 (Figure
9) are the bonding and antibonding combinations of the two
nearly degenerate HOMOs of clip1

0. These four orbitals should
have the eight electrons involved in the eight steps of the clip2

0

to clip2
8+ oxidations. As shown in Figure 9 (left), this is only the

case in the oxidations from clip2
0, clip2

+, and clip2
2+. Beyond

clip2
3+, the orbitals located in the L3 and L4 short arms become

less stable than those located in the L1 and L2 long arms. This
explains the increase of charge found in the short arms of
clip2

8+.
3.3. Solvent Effects: Structure and Stability of the

clip1
m+ and clip2

n+ in Acetonitrile Solutions. All available
experimental data on the stability of clip2

n+ dimers obtained in
acetonitrile solution25 disagree with the free energies of
formation computed on isolated dimers (Table 2). Given the
ionic character of these dimers, this disagreement could result
from solvent effects. Hereafter, the impact of these effects on
the free energy of formation of clip2

n+ dimers is accurately
evaluated using the PCM continuous solvation model.

Figure 6. Three possible geometrical dispositions of the clip1
n+···

clip1
m+ dimers, which are reasonable candidates for their most stable

orientation.

Figure 7. Optimum geometries of isolated clip2
n+ dimers (n = 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, or 6) in their ground electronic state (shown under each
geometry). The optimum structure of clip2

8+ is not shown because it
dissociates into its two monomers.
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3.3.1. Solvent Effects on the clip1
m+ Properties. With the

PCM model, the optimum structures of clip1
m+ were first

reoptimized at the M06L/6-31G(d,p) level starting from their
isolated structure. The optimum geometries of clip1

0 to clip1
4+

monomers in acetonitrile are similar to their optimum isolated
geometries, Figure S6, Supporting Information, the main
difference being the smaller angle between the two long arms
in acetonitrile solutions (Table 1). However, even after such
decrease, the TTF groups are too far away to allow any sizable
through-space overlap between their orbitals. The charge
distribution of the monomers in acetonitrile solutions is also
similar to that on isolated monomers (Figure 3), as in both
media the two highest occupied orbitals are the same. However,
due to the smaller angle between the two Li groups, the dipole

moment of the monomers in solution is larger than when
isolated (Table 1).

3.3.2. Solvent Effects on the clip2
n+ Properties. The

optimum geometries of clip2
n+ (n < 6) dimers in acetonitrile

solution (Figure S6, Supporting Information) are almost
identical to their optimum isolated geometries (Figure 7). On
the other hand, clip2

6+ now preserves Figure 6c configuration,
while clip2

8+ presents a bound structure. Such similarity in n < 6
dimers is also manifested when the values of their most relevant
interfragment geometrical parameters are examined (Table S4,
Supporting Information). However, the charge distribution of
clip2

n+ dimers in solution (Figure 8) has two relevant
differences with respect to the isolated dimer distribution: (a)
the amount of positive charge on the TTF groups in

Table 2. Interaction and Formation Energya for the Optimum Geometry of Isolated clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) Dimers

(Figure 7)

clip2
0 clip2

+ clip2
2+ clip2

3+ clip2
4+ clip2

6+ clip2
8+

Isolated
Eint −61.3 −75.7 −37.0 −13.8 +70.4 +171.4 +347.7b

Eint
CP −49.5 −64.2 −25.5 −2.7 +80.9 +197.1 +378.2b

Efor −50.8 −61.9 −23.0 +12.1 +98.6 +207.1 +385.9b

Efor
CP −39.0 −50.3 −11.3 +23.4 +109.1 +232.9 +416.4b

ΔG (298 K) −19.1 −31.0 +8.2 +42.0 +123.9 +238.9 c
In Acetonitrile Solutions

Efor −45.9 −52.8 −52.6 −50.7 −41.2 −16.5 +0.8
ΔG (298 K) −12.2 −20.7 −20.6 −18.1 −9.5 +16.9 +29.5

aObtained at M06L/6-31G(d,p) level, with and without counterpoise correction. Energy values in kcal/mol. bEstimation made at the optimum
geometry of the clip2

6+ dimer. cIt is not a minimum in the potential energy surface of the system.

Figure 8. Representation of net charge distribution on the isolated clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) dimers studied in this work. Charge values in

acetonitrile solution are given within parentheses (since the distribution is symmetrical, they are only specified over one monomer to facilitate
comprehension). The computations have been done at their optimum geometry (except in isolated n = 8, which was obtained at the optimum
geometry of isolated clip2

6+). In each monomeric fragment of the dimers, the net atomic charge in the five groups defined in Figure 1 is given,
indicating in italics the charge in the TTFi and Li-TTFi parts of the Li arms. The net charge in each group is computed by adding the Mulliken atomic
charges for all atoms of the group.
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acetonitrile (Table S6, Supporting Information) is remarkably
larger than that in isolated dimers (Table S5, Supporting
Information), and (b) the atomic charge becomes negligible in
the two short arms. Those changes are associated with the
different relative stability of the long and short arm orbitals in
solution (Figure 9).
The formation energy of the dimers in acetonitrile solutions

is collected in Table 2, together with their associated ΔG(298
K) values. The solvent destabilizes the formation of clip2

0 and
clip2

+ dimers by 5 and 9 kcal/mol, respectively, but strongly
stabilizes the formation of clip2

2+, clip2
3+, and clip2

4+ (by 30, 63,
and 140 kcal/mol, respectively). Therefore, according to the
formation energies in acetonitrile, all clip2

n+ n ≤ 6 dimers are
stable against their dissociation into monomers, and only the
formation of the n = 8 dimer is slightly disfavored. Similar
trends are found when looking at the values of ΔG(298 K) in
acetonitrile, the property that better describes the behavior of
the clip2

n+ dimers under the experimental conditions. In perfect
agreement with the reported experimental data, clip2

0, clip2
+,

clip2
2+, clip2

3+, and clip2
4+ are found to be more stable than their

dissociated monomers, while clip2
6+ and clip2

8+ are metastable.
Such metastable character of clip2

6+ and clip2
8+ in acetonitrile

was further evaluated by estimating whether the barrier for their
dissociation into their constituting monomers is higher than the
average thermal energy at 298 K (estimated as TΔS).47 As seen
in Figure S7, Supporting Information, at 298 K such barrier is

smaller than the average thermal energy, thus allowing the
dissociation of the dimer, in good agreement with the
experimental data on the stability of clip2

n+ dimers. In other
words, solvent effects are essential for a proper reproducibility
of the reported experimental stability of clip2

n+ dimers.
The diagram in Figure 9 (right) also allows a proper

rationalization of the available experimental UV−vis data on
clip2

n+ dimers in acetonitrile solutions. In clip2
+ and clip2

2+,
Chiang et al.25 obtained a low-energy band (∼1650 nm). A
higher energy band (∼800 nm) was also obtained in clip2

3+. In
contraposition, clip2

4+ only exhibits the higher energy band.
Such behavior can be explained by considering the lowest two
electronic energy transitions in these systems, which can be
rationalized in terms of the MO diagram (identified in this
analysis as HOMO, HOMO-1, HOMO-2, and HOMO-3),
Figure 9. The lowest energy transition in clip2

+ and clip2
2+,

which should be associated with the experimental ∼1650 nm
band, is the HOMO-1 → HOMO. In clip2

3+ The HOMO-1 →
HOMO transition is still the lowest one in energy, but a new
transition, HOMO-2 → HOMO-1, is also possible, presumably
responsible of the ∼800 nm experimental band. In clip2

4+ the
HOMO-1 → HOMO cannot take place because the HOMO-1
orbital is empty. Consequently, the HOMO-2 → HOMO-1
transition becomes the lowest one in energy (and should be
associated with the ∼800 nm experimental band).

Figure 9. (top) Variation of orbital energy when clip2
0 is oxidized to clip2

n+ (n = 1−4), both isolated (left) and in acetonitrile (right). All results
come from M06L/6-31G(d,p) calculations. In each dimer, its zero energy is the energy of the highest occupied orbital localized in L3/L4 groups.
(bottom) Shape of the highest four occupied orbitals of an isolated clip2

0 dimer (in acetonitrile solutions their shape is essentially the same).
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3.4. The Origin of the Room Temperature Stability of
the clip2

n+ Dimers. As already mentioned, nonfunctionalized
π-[TTF]2

2+ dimers in acetonitrile solutions are experimentally
found to be stable only up to −40 °C.17 However, clip2

4+

dimers dissolved in acetonitrile, which also have long
[TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ intradimer bonds, are experimentally
detected at room temperature. Among other options, such a
fact could be due to an increase in the stability of the long
[TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ intradimer bonds in clip2

4+ dimers. This
was investigated by doing a quantitative energy-partition
analysis of the interaction energy of clip2

n+, which also allowed
to quantify the difference between the interaction energy of the
long [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ intradimer bonds in π-[TTF]2

2+ and
clip2

4+ dimers.
Before any other analysis, the interaction energy of the

[TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions present in clip2
n+ dimers was

evaluated on isolated dimers. For such a task, in each clip2
n+

dimer a TTF4(clip2
n+) aggregate was obtained by deleting all

but the TTF groups,48 and its total interaction energy, relative
to two TTF2(clip1

m+) fragments, was computed (first column of
Table 3). The difference between the interaction energy of the
TTF4(clip2

n+) aggregate and the clip2
n+ interaction energy

relative to two clip1
m+ fragments (last column of Table 3)

manifestly suggests that the extra stability of clip2
n+ dimers is

caused by other than the [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions. Such
difference increases gradually from 33.4 kcal/mol in clip2

0 to
151.5 kcal/mol in clip2

8+, thus being significant even in the
neutral clip2

0.
The origin of the extra stability for the clip2

n+ dimers was
further investigated by breaking each monomer i in two parts:
(a) the two TTF groups, 2TTFi, and (b) the rest, BRi, which
can be seen as a bridge connecting the two TTF groups of the
monomer (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Within this
partition scheme, the total interaction energy of a clip2

n+ dimer
is the sum of the following four components:

≈ − + −

+ − + −

E E E

E E

(2TTF 2TTF ) (2TTF BR )

(BR 2TTF ) (BR BR )
int 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2 (2)

The values of these four terms for all clip2
n+ dimers,

computed at the optimum geometry of each dimer in
acetonitrile, obtained at M06L/6-31G(d,p) level, are listed in
Table 3. The validity of this partition scheme is demonstrated
by noticing the similarity of the sum of these four terms (Esum)
and the total interaction energy (Eint).
It is also informative to look at the variation of the four

components for the different clip2
n+ dimers. First of all, E(BR1−

BR2) is very small in all dimers. Notice that although the bridge
groups have a zero net charge, they have a strong dipole
moment, originating in their zwitterionic charge distribution
(Figure S10, Supporting Information). However, the large
BR1···BR2 intermolecular distance renders the E(dipole−
dipole) and Edisp components zero (Ebond is also zero because,
as already described, if any unpaired electron is present in the
monomers, they are located in the TTF groups).
As previously stated, the E(2TTF1−2TTF2) component

accounts for the interaction between the TTF groups of each
interacting fragment. Their disposition allows the existence of
three face-to-face TTF···TTF interactions, two external and one
internal. Since nearly all the positive charge gained by the dimer
on its oxidation goes to its TTF groups, the changes in the
E(2TTF1−2TTF2) energetic component of clip2n+ (n = 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, or 8) can be rationalized by looking at how the TTF···
TTF interactions vary as the TTF groups get oxidized. Such
information can be obtained from the properties of the π-
[TTF]2

n+ (n = 0−4) dimers.
M06L/6-31G(d,p) calculations were carried out on the π-

[TTF]2
n+ (n = 0−4) dimers (Figure S11, Supporting

Information), checking their validity against extensive
RASPT2/6-31G(d,p) calculations. The following conclusions
were reached from these studies: (a) π-[TTF]2

0 is a van der
Waals dimer (where, Eint ≈ Edisp, as E(charge−charge) = 0,
because no net charge is present, and Ebond = 0, since there are
no unpaired electrons) having a minimum 9.4 kcal/mol more
stable than its dissociated fragments at an interfragment
distance of about 3.45 Å; (b) π-[TTF]2

+ has a stable dimer
at an interfragment distance of 3.33 Å, whose energy is 20.4
kcal/mol more stable than that for its dissociated fragments

Table 3. Values of the Four Energy Components (in kcal/mol) of eq 2 Computed for the clip2
n+ (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8)

Dimersa

E(2TTF1−2TTF2) E(BR1−BR2) E(2TTF1−BR2) E(BR1−2TTF2) Esum Eint

clip2
0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

−16.1 +0.01 −16.4 −16.4 −48.7 −49.5
clip2

+ 0/1+ 0/0 0/0 0/1+ 0/1+
−28.5b +0.01 −16.7b −21.4b −66.5 −64.2b

clip2
2+ 1+/1+ 0/0 1+/0 0/1+ 1+/1+

+20.3 +0.01 −21.5 −21.5 −22.6 −25.5
clip2

3+ 1+/2+ 0/0 1+/0 0/2+ 1+/2+
+56.7b +0.01 −21.0b −36.3b −0.5 −2.7b

clip2
4+ 2+/2+ 0/0 2+/0 0/2+ 2+/2+

+156.6 +0.01 −36.6 −36.6 +83.5 +80.9
clip2

6+ 3+/3+ 0/0 3+/0 0/3+ 3+/3+
+264.7 +0.05 −75.3 −73.4 +116.1 +189.5

clip2
8+ 4+/4+ 0/0 4+/0 0/4+ 4+/4+

+522.0 +0.05 −100.8 −103.8 +317.7 +370.5
aThe following components were computed (see text for their definition): 2TTF1−2TTF2, 2TTF1−BR2, BR1−2TTF2, and BR1−BR2. The sum of
these components (Esum) is also given. In order to allow its easy comparison with the value of the BSSE-corrected interaction energy of the isolated
dimer (Eint), this magnitude is also given (as extracted from the second row of Table 2). The charge on both interacting fragments is indicated in
each box as fragment1/fragment2. All energy data are BSSE-corrected.

bThe system has two possible charge distributions, as 1+/0 or 0/1+, have been
evaluated by calculating the average of both solutions.
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(Ebond can be taken as zero, because there is only one unpaired
electron and no pairing of electrons is possible, although much
weaker one-electron bonds are also known; assuming that Edisp
is dominated by the lone-pair···lone-pair interactions, one can
expect that Edisp(π-[TTF]2

0) ≈ Edisp(π-[TTF]2
+) ≈ Edisp(π-

[TTF]2
2+); then, about half of the interaction energy would be

due to Edisp, while the other half comes from the electrostatic
component, thus allowing to classify this interaction as
electrostatic dispersion, by looking at the dominant energetic
components); (c) π-[TTF]2

2+ is a long bonded dimer having a
metastable minimum at about 3.44 Å whose energy is 38.1
kcal/mol above that of its dissociated fragments (its interaction
energy is dominated by a repulsive Eel contribution, being the
sum of the Edisp plus Ebond weaker, as usual in all known long
bonded dimers;7,8,10,11,13c,15 consequently, the [TTF]•+···
[TTF]•+ interaction is only produced in supramolecular
aggregates due to the interaction of the [TTF]•+ groups with
nearby counterions or solvent molecules);10,19 and (d) π-
[TTF]2

3+ and π-[TTF]2
4+ are unstable and show no bound

minima along their dissociation potential energy curve (at a
interfragment distance of 3.44 Å their interaction energy is 91
and 211 kcal/mol, respectively; the dominant energetic
component is the electrostatic one, Eel ≈ E(charge−charge),
which becomes more repulsive than that in π-[TTF]2

2+).
Given the relevance of the two long, multicenter bonds in

clip2
4+, its existence was subject of an in-depth analysis.

Consistent with the considerations above, due to their shorter
interfragment distance, in clip2

4+ the SOMO(TTF•+) +
SOMO(TTF•+) bonding combination of the two external
[TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ interactions is more stable than that for the
internal interaction. Therefore, a long, multicenter bond is
formed in each external [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ interaction, pairing
the two unpaired electrons present in both clip1

2+ fragments. As
a consequence of their formation, no unpaired electrons remain
in the dimer and the internal [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ interaction
can only be a van der Waals interactions.49 An atoms-in-
molecules (AIM)50,51 analysis of the π-[TTF]2

2+ and clip2
4+

electronic density confirms this rationalization (both densities
were computed for the singlet ground state at their optimized
geometry in acetonitrile solution). The results, graphically
depicted in Figure 10, show the similar connectivity of the
[TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ bond critical points in both dimers. The
same similarity is found in the bond critical point parameters
(all bond critical points have densities within the 0.002 to 0.011
au range, see Table S7, Supporting Information). Finally, the
strength of the long, multicenter bonds in clip2

4+ and π-
[TTF]2

2+ is also similar: 24.2 kcal/mol (12.1 kcal/mol for each

long bond)52 in clip2
4+ and 15.3 kcal/mol in π-[TTF]2

2+.
Therefore, the long, multicenter bonds in clip2

4+ and π-
[TTF]2

2+ are similar, and thus, they cannot be the origin for the
room temperature stability of clip2

4+.
The last two terms in eq 2, E(2TTF1−BR2) and E(BR1−

2TTF2), are both [TTF]2
n+···BR interactions. A detailed

analysis of their geometry shows the presence of two
interfragment C(sp2)−H···OC hydrogen bonds (the carbon-
yl located in the BR group, see Figure S9, Supporting
Information) and four interfragment C(sp3)−H···S hydrogen
bonds (the C(sp3)−H located in the BR group). It has been
shown that, when both interacting fragments have a zero net
charge, C(sp2)−H···OC and C(sp3)−H···S hydrogen bonds
are weaker than the O−H···O bonds found in a water dimer.53

However, in all clip2
n+ dimers a 1− au charge is located on the

fused central rings (where the CO groups are placed), while
the n+ charge is spread over the two TTF groups of each
clip1

n+. Thus, both E(2TTF1−BR2) and E(BR1−2TTF2) terms
are expected to be highly stabilizing since the two interacting
fragments host charge of opposite sign (the existence of a net
charge in fragments with proton donor and acceptor groups is
known to enlarge the hydrogen bond strength, even beyond the
50 kcal/mol covalent limit).54 Note that the simultaneous
presence of two E(2TTFi−BRj) interactions in each dimer is
made possible by a proper design of the monomer geometry.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The reasons behind the existence of dimers of bis-TTF-
functionalized diphenylglycoluril molecular clips (clip2

n+)
presenting short-distance [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions,
stable at room temperature when the dimer charge is ≤4, but
not when 4 < n < 8, have been investigated by computing their
optimum geometry and analyzing their properties in detail. The
computations were performed at the M06L/6-31G(d,p) level
first on isolated dimers and then in dimers in acetonitrile
solution, using the PCM model to describe the solvent effects.
All clip1

m+ monomers present a V-shaped optimum
geometry, where the distance between the two TTF groups
placed at the end of each long arm increases about 2.0 Å (0.5
Å) from the neutral monomer to the tetraoxidized clip1

4+ in
isolated conditions (in solution). The optimum geometry of
clip2

n+ dimers consists of their two V-shaped interacting
monomers oriented in opposite directions, where their long
arms are intercalated, thus allowing the simultaneous formation
of two types of short-distance intermolecular contacts: (a) three
face-to-face TTF···TTF contacts between the adjacent TTF
groups and (b) two C(sp2)−H···OC and four C(sp3)−H···S

Figure 10. Position of the bond-critical points (purple) found between the [TTF]•+ groups in π-[TTF]2
2+ (left) and in clip2

4+ (right) at their
optimum geometry in acetonitrile solution. Notice the similarity between the bond critical points in the external [TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ interactions in
clip2

4+ and in π-[TTF]2
2+. It is numerically demonstrated when the density in the critical points are compared, Table S7, Supporting Information.
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contacts between the TTF groups and the central fused five-
membered rings. The values of ΔG(298 K) computed for
clip2

n+ dimers in acetonitrile solutions reproduce the available
experimental data on the stability of these dimers. Such
agreement is not found when solvent effects are not taken into
account.
The electronic structure of all monomers and the two

interacting fragments in all dimers is similar and has a
zwitterionic character: a 1− au of net charge is hosted on the
central fused five-membered rings, while the net positive charge
is mostly distributed on the two TTF groups, in an even way.
Due to this fact, whenever all TTF groups of a clip2

n+ dimer
host a 1+ charge, as in clip2

4+, two of the three short-distance
face-to-face TTF···TTF contacts become long, multicenter
[TTF]•+···[TTF]•+ bonds, while the third one becomes a van
der Waals interaction. As a result, the stability of these dimers
increases.
An atoms-in-molecules analysis demonstrates that the long,

multicenter bonds in clip2
4+ and π-[TTF]2

2+ are almost
identical. Furthermore, the energy partitioning analysis shows
that the [TTF]l+···[TTF]m+ interactions themselves cannot be
the origin for the room temperature stability of clip2

n+ dimers.
Instead, such energy partitioning analysis traces the four short-
distance A−H···B contacts between the TTF and the fused five-
membered rings to be the main force of the room temperature
stability of clip2

n+ dimers for n ≤ 4. This fact is a consequence
of the zwitterionic character of the charge distribution of the
two interacting monomers of the dimer and their proper
geometrical shape. Such geometrical arrangement also allows
the formation of three short-distance contacts among the TTF
groups, which eventually become long, multicenter bonds in
clip2

4+. All these factors, combined with the net stabilizing effect
of the solvent, are outlined as the origin of the room
temperature stability of clip2

n+ dimers for n ≤ 4.
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charge distribution in the bridge fragment, RASPT2/M06L
comparison for isolated π-[TTF]2

n+ dimers, intermolecular
parameter values of clip2

n+ dimers, distribution of the 1+ charge
upon each subsequent oxidation, electron density at the bond
critical points of clip2

4+ and TTF2
2+, Cartesian coordinates and

absolute energies of all optimized species, and complete list of
authors of ref 37. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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